STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
MEETING DETAILS:
Club:
Weather:
Track:
Rail:
Stewards:
Vet:
Typist:

Racing Tauranga
Fine
Good(3)
6.5 Metres
J Oatham (Chairman), A Coles, B Jones, W Robinson
R McQuillan
M Coles

Date: Friday 5 October 2018

SUMMARY:
Swabbing:

SPIRITS AUBEER, DONNA ANNE BILLY, ICEBOMB, ENGLISH GAMBLER, WATCH THIS SPACE,
EL COOLIO, TICKET TO RIDE, TRYFAN.

Suspensions:

Race

Protests:

Nil

Fines:

Race

Warnings:

Nil

Horse Actions:

Race

1

VAN IRVING - Required to barrier trial

Follow Up:

Race

2

ONE BAKERSTREET

Medical Certificates:

Received from C Lammas, J Bayliss, J Riddell and J Nason
Required from T Miles

Rider Changes:

Race

3

NOPELE - A Sims replaced T Miles (injured)

Late Scratchings:

Race

1

VAN IRVING - Late scratching on veterinary advice at 12.17pm

2

J Waddell BEVAN STREET
Careless riding 1000 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 8-18/10 incl, 7 days
B Wallace & A Peard ONE BAKERSTREET, SMART DRAGON, SECRET
AMBITION
$50 [Rule 537(a)] Late declaration of riders

GENERAL:
Apprentice T Miles did not attend the meeting due to injury and is required to provide a medical clearance prior to
riding next.

SUPPLEMENTARY:
Avondale Jockey Club - Saturday 29 September 2018
Race 7 - Eight NZ Ltd 1600
I SEE RED (D Johnson) – Co-trainer C Gibbs advised that the mare has now been sent for a spell.
Taranaki Racing Inc - Saturday 29 September 2018
Race 1 - TARANAKI PINE DASH 990M
ELECTRODE (J Parkes) – Co-trainer M Baker advised that he was satisfied with the recovery of the mare, adding it is
their intention to continue on with its current preparation.

RACE COMMENTS:
Race 1
CAMBRIDGE STUD 5 TIME BREEDER OF THE YEAR (1200)
VAN IRVING (D Johnson) - Reared over backwards in the barriers becoming cast. After being freed was declared a late
scratching on veterinary advice at 12.17pm. The stable representative was advised that VAN IRVING must now barrier
trial satisfactorily prior to racing again.
MEDIA SENSATION (M Coleman) - Began awkwardly then steadied when becoming awkwardly placed on heels losing
ground.
SPIRITS AUBEER (R Smyth) - Had to be firmly restrained rounding the final turn when improving onto the heels of
BOLT FROM THE BLUE, then when shifting outwards to obtain clear running near the 250 metres, lay out making
contact with NOT USUAL CURRENT.
WISDOM PATCH (J Waddell) - Made the bend awkwardly running wide entering the final straight.
BEAM OF LIGHT (R Elliot) - Hung outwards throughout making the final turn awkwardly and continued to lay out
under pressure in the final straight.
BOLT FROM THE BLUE (V Colgan) - Lay out under pressure over the concluding stages.
Race 2
CAMBRIDGE STUD.CO.NZ (1200)
POWER DREAM (M Cameron) - Trainer S Marsh advised that it was their intention to ride the mare back today from
its outside barrier draw.
HATTON GARDEN (A Calder) - Began awkwardly losing ground, checked 1000 metres hampering AILEEN GRACE and
TAVIGARDE.
J Waddell - Admitted a careless riding charge in that he permitted his mount BEVAN STREET to shift inwards when not
sufficiently clear of HATTON GARDEN which was checked near the 1000 metres. After hearing submissions the Judicial
Committee suspended J Waddell’s licence to ride in races from the conclusion of racing on Sunday 7th October until
the conclusion of racing on Thursday 18th October 2018, 7 National riding days.
AILEEN GRACE (R Elliot) - Hampered 1000 metres.
TAVIGARDE (B Grylls) - Hampered 1000 metres.
CAMEAHOTFRIDAY (M Coleman) - Crowded and steadied start losing ground.
BEVAN STREET (J Waddell) - Jumped away awkwardly.
ONE BAKERSTREET (S Spratt) - Required veterinary treatment following the race after being galloped on during the
running with a veterinary clearance now required prior to racing next.
Race 3
BREED WITH CAMBRIDGE STUD (1200)
ANICETA (S Collett) - Began awkwardly losing ground, held up in the final straight and did not obtain clear running
until inside the final 100 metres. Rider reported that the mare had hung throughout.
ICEBOMB - (M Cameron) - Began awkwardly losing ground.
BEWITCHED (T Thornton) - Raced wide without cover throughout.

KAMIZAKE REBEL (C Lammas) - Raced in restricted room passing the 200 metres.
Race 4
BURGUNDY AT CAMBRIDBE STUD (2100)
HELLO SAILOR (B Grylls) - Steadied when placed in restricted room to the inside of ENGLISH GAMBLER passing the
1800 metres.
THE COSSACK (J Fawcett) - Commenced to over race passing the 1300 metres shifting out to avoid heels near the
1000 metres forcing ST SATURNIN wider on the track then had to steady when awkwardly placed near the heels of
SHOCKWAVE which made the 900 metre bend awkwardly.
ST SATURNIN (S Spratt) - Forced wider 1000 metres.
SHOCKWAVE (S McKay) - Made bend near the 900 metres awkwardly.
Race 5
TAVISTOCK AT CAMBRIDBE STUD (1400)
SMART DRAGON (R Scott) - Held up rounding the bend into the final straight before shifting in passing the 250 metres
to obtain clear running.
Race 6
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED AT CAMBRIDGE STUD (1400)
SECRET AMBITION (R Scott) - Began awkwardly bumping EASY M’LADY and losing ground.
LIPS OF AN ANGEL (J Waddell) - Went off stride going into the bend near the 950 metres. Made contact with EASY
M’LADY when shifting outwards to obtain clear running near the 250 metres.
EASY M’LADY (C Lammas) - Lay out rounding the final turn, bumped near the 250 metres, lay out away from LIPS OF
AN ANGEL near the 200 metres hampering VASILIKI which shifted outwards to avoid that runners heels making
contact with SOUND WORKS. When questioned regarding his apparent lack of vigour over the final stages, rider C
Lammas advised that the filly had raced greenly being inclined to shift ground under pressure in the straight changing
legs just short of the finish and in his opinion would benefit from some easing of the ground.
VASILIKI (S Collett) - Hampered near the 200 metres.
SOUND WORKS (J Bayliss) - Bumped near the 200 metres.
El COOLIO (T Thornton) - Held up passing the 300 metres until obtaining clear running passing the 200 metres.
Race 7
ALMANZOR AT CAMBRIDGE STUD (1600)
FELAAR (D Johnson) - Slow away.
PODRAVINA (M Cameron) - Began awkwardly.
SAFFRON LADY (J Bayliss) - Jumped away awkwardly before being placed in restricted room shortly after the start
when EL FERNANDO was taken in by UJUMPIJUMP (B Grylls). B Grylls was advised to exercise care.
EL FERNANDO (T Thornton) - Raced three wide without cover.
SAVAPAK (J Waddell) - Inconvenienced near the 250 metres when EL FERNANDO shifted outwards. When questioned
regarding performance, rider advised that following a bold effort fresh up had felt a little flat today and may now be
looking for more ground.
Race 8

134 GR.1 WINNERS SIRED AT CAMBRIDGE STUD (1600)

ASTON PARK (J Nason) - Began awkwardly making contact with TRYFAN which was forced outwards crowding I’MA
SHYGIRL which lost ground. Contributing was some inward movement from FALKIRK LASS.
I’MA SHYGIRL (R Smyth) - Crowded start losing ground.
TRYFAN (D Johnson) - Bumped start, held up near the 250 metres having to shift outwards across the heels of
CODECRAKER to obtain clear running.
FALKIRK LASS (D Danis) - When crossing the junction onto the course proper approaching the 1400 metres made
contact with the hind quarters of MISS CAMPBELL when both runners shifted ground.
MISS CAMPBELL (M Hills) - Bumped approaching the 1400 metres.
FANCY MORE (J Waddell) - Was inclined to lay out under pressure in the final straight and ducked outwards abruptly
passing the 100 metres.
S Spratt - Spoken to regarding her whip use prior to the 100 metres.

Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment.

